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Abstract—Distance education has been spreading throughout the world especially with the increase in ICT. Learning Management System (LMS) is one of the most important dimensions of this educational model. LMS is a software application used for the administration, documentation, tracking, reporting and delivery of the course content. This study will introduce the design process of LMS that was developed by Yıldız Technical University. Based on the lessons learned during and after the design of LMS, it is concluded that users are one of the most important assets of LMS for the improvement of these systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Distance education is an education model dating back to the early 19th century. With the developments in ICT especially in the last ten years, this model has been transformed. LMS is an application for the delivery of the courses in today’s web-based distance education system. Distance teaching may be defined as a set of instructional methods closing the distance between the teachers and students between whom real face-to-face communication is missing with the use of print, electronic or other devices (1).

Distance Learning (DL) is an instructional delivery system that connects learners with educational resources. DL provides educational access to learners not enrolled in educational institutions and can augment the learning opportunities of current students. The implementation of DL is a process that uses available resources and will evolve to incorporate emerging Technologies (2).

Several key features define distance learning. The importance of the teacher — learner communications cannot be overstated.

- the separation of teacher and learner during at least a majority of each instructional process
- separation of teacher and learner in space and/or time
- the use of educational media to unite teacher and learner and carry course content
- the provision of two-way communication between teacher, tutor, or educational agency and learner, and
- control of the learning pace by the student rather than the distance instructor.

Distance learning, sometimes called e-learning, is a formalized teaching and learning system specifically designed to be carried out remotely by using electronic communication.

Popular distance learning technologies include:

- Voice-centered technology, such as CD or MP3 recordings or Webcasts
- Video technology, such as instructional videos, DVDs, and interactive videoconferencing
- Computer-centered technology delivered over the Internet or corporate intranet (3)

Learning Management System (LMS) is one approach to the application of computers to education which holds great potential and important concepts yet is often misunderstood and the term misused (4) LMS is a broad term that is used for a wide range of systems that organize and provide access to online learning services for students, teachers, and administrators. These services usually include access control, provision of learning content, communication tools, and organizations of user groups. Another term that often is used as a synonym to LMS is learning platform (5).

II. DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING PROCESS OF LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A. LMS Design Process

Based on the needs of the learners, teachers and managers, easy-to-be-used modules were planned. The aim was to develop a user-friendly and functional LMS meeting the needs of all participants of the distance education (students-teachers-managers). While developing the LMS, PHP, as the programming language and MySQL as the database were used. HTML 5 and CSS3 were also utilized. jQuery and Javascript were effectively used. With this LMS, three types of authorization were determined: student, teacher and manager.

B. Student, Teacher and Manager Accounts

With the student account, the students will reach to the classes they are designated, read announcements and contact with the teacher and other students in the system through the use of forum. All the logs related to the student behaviors in the system are kept in the LMS and teachers and managers can follow these logs.
With the teacher account, the teachers will reach the students in their classes and have control over the forums and announcements and see the class list and behaviors of the students in the system. They also have control over the forums where students and the teacher have different kinds of interactions related to the course content and other subjects determined by the teacher.

With the manager account, the managers can control all the modules in the system (e.g. open-close classes, add announcement, designate teachers and etc. ).

C. Security

The users of LMS can reach just the modules open to them in accordance with their authority level under the control of the managers.

D. Database

The database of LMS were programmed with MySQL. This database was designed with correlational data model.

E. LMS Main Page (Access Page)

This page includes title, upper-level menu, post-its (explanation notes), access-to-the-system form, and writing fields for the constant explanations. All these segments can be updated-modified by the managers. In designing this and other pages user-friendliness, functionality and appearance were the primary concerns.

III. LMS MAIN PAGE AFTER THE USER ACCESS

All the courses and announcements can be seen by the students at this page.

A. Course Content Page

This page includes all the course content in different document formats such as text, video, images and documents-files.
B. Discussion Forum

This is the place where teachers and students can meet in an interactive way.

IV. ANNOUNCEMENTS

After publishing, all the announcements can be seen by the teachers and the students. All of those who read the announcements can be recorded on demand. The user accessed to the system can in no way reach to the course content without reading the announcement.

V. USER BEHAVIORS

All the operations of the users in the system are recorded and can be listed on demand.

VI. USER LIST

The users can be recorded to the system one by one or all together or by using an Excel document. All the users are informed via e-mail including their access details to the system for confirmation of recording to the system.
VII. E-MAIL

User account information and discussion forum activities are sent to the users via e-mail.

VIII. CONCLUSION

LMS is one of the most important aspects of distance education conducted web-based. It is a must for an organized delivery of the course content and other educational functions. This system is like a robust bridge between the teachers and the students that makes the education more effective. The LMS designed for Yildiz Technical University teaches us that before starting to design an LMS, it is logical to take into account the needs of the education institution and the learners. Thinking about the needs should be a good starting point to have an effective LMS meeting all those needs. Moreover, recording the behaviors of the users in the LMS will certainly be an important asset while developing and updating the system since these user behaviors give us the information about how the system is used and what features of the system are most or least used, giving us hints for the future improvement efforts on the system. Development is a continuing process; therefore recording user behaviors is crucial in this process.

Apart from using the discussion forums for the education purposes of the courses, they can be used as getting feedback related to the plusses of minuses of the system directly from its users. Such feedbacks will also provide invaluable information to the system designers for future improvements in the systems. No one can possibly have more detailed information about the effectiveness and usefulness of the system other its users. Therefore, it is of vital importance to develop the system based on the data directly obtained by the users. This study shows the importance of the users for the development and improvement of LMS.
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